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ADVANCING FINANCIAL 
INCLUSION
In 2013, MetLife Foundation committed to an 
ambitious strategy: to improve the financial lives 
of millions of people all over the world. The key 
to that global effort is to expand financial 
inclusion—so that more of the world’s 
households and businesses have convenient 
access to a full suite of quality, affordable 
financial services, delivered by trustworthy 
providers who treat them with respect. The 
story of financial inclusion is the story of people 
like Jema Naik (photo). She and her family lived in 
severe poverty in their village in India until Trickle 
Up, a MetLife Foundation grantee, provided the 
start-up capital and encouragement she needed 
to open a small shop. Jema Naik is on the path to a 
better life now. But there are still billions of people 
who don’t have all the financial tools they need—
including 2 billion who lack any access at all. 

MetLife Foundation’s comprehensive strategy 
focuses on projects in three areas: Knowledge so 
that customers like Jema Naik are equipped to 
use financial services effectively; Services so that 
strong institutions can deliver the right products 
through the right channels; and Insights so that 
the financial inclusion industry can share lessons 
learned and support each other’s efforts. We 
pursue this strategy by making grants to some of 
the most innovative and effective organizations in 
the financial inclusion field. 

SUPPORTING OUR LOCAL 
COMMUNITIES
Along with our focus on financial inclusion, MetLife 
Foundation is also proud to support other initiatives 
important to the lives of the communities where 
MetLife works. These include arts and cultural 
activities, program-related investments, disaster 
relief, and health and medical research. 

MetLife employees are another important source of 
support, participating in volunteer projects all over 
the world. Each year they donate tens of thousands 
of hours of their time and expertise to help create 
positive change at the local level.

MetLife Foundation has 
made a five-year (2013-2018) 
commitment of $200 million 
to improve financial inclusion 
worldwide.

So that customers are
• Served by strong    

   organizations that meet  
        their financial needs  
            now and in the  
              future

• Able to  
access and  
 use products  
  and services  
  that build  
  their financial  
  aptitude and  
 health

Knowledge

So that the financial inclusion industry can
• Learn from each other, through high-quality 

research and thought leadership

• Support each other’s efforts, through meetings 
and conferences to share best practices and 
identify industry priorities

Insights

So that customers are
• Well-informed  

and confident in  
future financial  
decision-making

• Prepared to  
meet the  
requirements  
of the financial  
sector

Services


